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Dosing configuration tool facilitates developing a prescription for therapeutic infusion.  The 
screenShot above represents the complete interface to the expert system based on Microsoft Excel 
spreadsheet. 
 
Infusion dosing, in pursuit of optimum therapeutic result, especially over extended periods of time, 
can be challenging to satisfy all constraints of method and safety, including those imposed from 
controlling elements including FDA, drug company, health administration, insurance, budget, patient 
preferences and physician practice. 
floDo is designed to be adaptive and flexibly configured to incorporate all such constraints as would 
be physician advised.  This example includes the following constraints. 

1.  Maximum dose, stipulated by Novartis:  6 g/Day. 
2.  Maximum conventional dose per body weight:  60mg/kg/day. 
3.  Standard package doses:  .5g and 2.0g. 
4.  minimum diluent required: 10ml/g. 
5.  Maximum capacity of infusion delivery reservoir (bag):  270 ml. 
6.  Rate of Flow constrained to generally integer volume per hour in milliLiters. 
7.  Time required or desired to complete the therapeutic infusion. 

 



floDo automates the computational relationships and accounting among these variables that the 
user controls by way of entry variables in one of two provided strategies. 
 
Since each prescription is applicable to a given patient, first attention may be to entry of weight, the 
generally primary dosing driver; while other pertinent patient data may be entered above. 
In this case, a calcBox is provided indicating the challenge of Iron Overload to be met by the 
therapeutic infusion of deferoxamine, code name Dfo. 
 

After selecting from the range of options for infusion delivery technolgy, floDo  allows evaluating two 
models which vary by flow rates in  methodBox 1 and 2.  Each table relates the variables and 
outcomes while incorporating the configured parameters and constraints.  In this case, the user has 
loaded attributes of two product partNumbers both characterized by bag volume capacity of 270 ml 
which has been entered in cell N9.  One product delivers flow rate 1 ml/hr; the other 2 ml/hr. 
 
The user is then free to adjust integer quantities of  pharmacologic packages and decimal days in 
order to assess resulting physiologic dosages, which, by formula, comply with the configured 
restraints.  Some entries are constrained by data validation, and outcomes are tested against the 
configured restraints.  Up to 6 scenarios may be independently entered for comparison to derive a set 
of feasible dosing strategies. 
 
With or without the trials within methodBox 1 and 2, methodBox 3 is available, more flexibly 
comparing dosing strategies after entry of the desired prescribed dose while also in control of hourly 
delivery rate.  Such described dose may be directly obtained from a result in methodBox 1 or 2, or 
directly entered to then specify the rate and duration of infusion. 
 
Below are 3 screenCaptures reflecting floDo behavior enforcing constraints.  Three breaches are 
illustrated: 
 
methodBox3:  Desired prescription of 40.00 mg/kg/day was entered, immediately eliciting the  
 

over! 
               
clears the error in cell D21, only to expose the overflow error in cell J16, since the 270 capacity of the 
bag has been exceeded, due to the higher volume per day.  This is resolved by removing the extra by 
reducing the duration from 6.0 days to 5.6 days.  Next we adjust the allocation to resolve the new 
overflow of drug, by removing 2 of the half-gram vials. 
 
methodBox 2:  Notice the similar configuration modeled in the 2-ml flow rate table, that also indicates 
the exact dose, 40.6 g/kg/day prescribed. 
 
One may want to first use methodBox1 and/or methodBox2 to prepare such scenarios providing 
context prescription derivation in methodBox3.  Expected errors arise in any of the methods utilized 
when any constraints are exceeded, assuring the safe result reliably. 

error in cell D21 while providing guidance adjacent left.  Sticking with the dose, the user 
selects the rate cell  A23, and elects the rate of 2 ml/hr.  The result, in the next screen,  



 



 




